The carrier-phase (CP) technique based on the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) has proved to be a useful spatial tool for remote and precise time transfer. In order to improve the robustness and stability of the time transfer solution for a time link, a new CP approach based on a combination of GPS, BeiDou (BDS), and Galileo satellite systems is proposed in this study. The mathematical model for the obtained unique time transfer solution is discussed. Three GNSS stations that can track GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo satellites were used, and two time links are established to assess the performance of the approach. Multi-GNSS time transfer outperforms single GNSS by increasing the number of available satellites and improving the time dilution of precision. For the long time link, with a geodetic distance of 7537.5 km, the RMS value of the combined multi-system solution improves by 18.8%, 59.4%, and 35.0% compared to GPS-only, BDS-only, and Galileo-only, respectively. The average frequency stability improves by 12.9%, 62.3%, and 36.0%, respectively. For the short time link, with a geodetic distance of 4.7 m, the improvement after combining the three GNSSs is 6.7% for GPS-only, 52.6% for BDS-only, and 38.2% for Galileo-only.
Introduction
Time and frequency transfer is a basic issue for the comparison of remote time and frequency laboratories. Since the 1980s, the Global Positioning System (GPS) operated by the United States has been used for time and frequency transfer based on the common view (CV) approach, which provides impetus to the application in the field of time and frequency [1, 2] . With development of the International GNSS Service (IGS) products, particularly for satellite orbit and clock products [3, 4] , all in view (AV) and carrier phase (CP) approaches have been proposed for time and frequency transfer using GPS code and carrier phase observations [5, 6] . These approaches exhibit a better performance compared to the CV approach. For this reason, the CP approach based on the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a primary technique for time and frequency transfer in laboratories worldwide.
With the revitalized and fully operational Russian GLObal Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) [7] [8] [9] [10] , research on combining GPS and GLONASS signals for precise time and frequency transfer is currently being increasingly undertaken by many scientific communities. The two of short data batches [11] [12] [13] . However, owing to the different signal modes for frequency division multiple access (FDMA) for the current GLONASS and code division multiple access (CDMA) for GPS, the effect of inter-frequency biases (IFBs) [11] and differential code-phase biases (DCPBs) [14] for GLONASS has resulted in limited exploitation of this satellite system combination for precise time and frequency transfer. In recent years, other satellite systems that use CDMA similar to GPS have been developed. China's BeiDou Navigation Satellite System has been providing a continuous service since 27 December 2012, and it covers the entire Asia-Pacific region [15] [16] [17] [18] . The European Galileo, which was initiated by the European Space Agency (ESA) and the European Commission in the early 1990s, has been well maintained [18] [19] [20] , and provides an opportunity for time and frequency transfer based on a combination of the multi-system without the IFB effect. As of 2017, a preliminary service can be provided for the two emerging satellite systems. Figure 1 shows a 24-h ground track of the three satellite systems available on 10 September 2017. It can be noted that 14 BeiDou satellites, 17 Galileo satellites, and 32 GPS satellites can be actively tracked. This provides a rich GNSS signal resource for combining the multi-system for time and frequency transfer.
When using the multi-system for time and frequency transfer, particularly based on the CP approach, the same reference time scale of satellite clocks is required. However, each satellite navigation system has its own individual time scale. Galileo satellite clocks provide Galileo system time (GST) [20, 21] , BeiDou satellite clocks refer to BeiDou time (BDT) [22] [23] [24] , and GPS satellite clocks are relative to GPS time (GPST) [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . After the International GNSS Service (IGS) started the "Multi GNSS Experiment" (MGEX) in 2012, combined satellite orbit and clock products with the same time scale have been provided by several analysis centers, including the ESA, GFZ, GENS, and CODE [16, 17] , which support newly developed GNSSs such as Galileo and BeiDou [30] [31] [32] [33] . Therefore, the products satisfy the requirements for combining GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo for precise time and frequency transfer based on the CP approach.
Therefore, in order to improve the robustness and stability of time transfer, we combine GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo to obtain one unique time transfer solution. The corresponding mathematical model of the CP approach is provided, and experiments on long and short time links are performed to assess the performance of the approach. The structure of the rest of this manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the principle of multi-system time and frequency transfer. Section 3 discusses the experimental design and data processing strategy for assessing the performance of the approach. The results and discussion are provided in Section 4, and Section 5 presents the conclusions of this study.
(a) 
Mathematical Model
Generally, for precise time transfer based on the GNSS technique, external time and frequency signals are connected to a GNSS receiver, and the signals can drive the receiver to collect the different GNSS signals. In the case of GPS alone, the ionosphere-free combination can be used for the dual-frequency carrier phase and pseudo-range observations to eliminate the first-order effects of the ionosphere [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . After the ionosphere-free combination is formed, the observation equation of the CP technique can be written as follows [39, 40] :
where superscript G denotes GPS; i is a particular satellite; ρ represents the geometric distance between the phase center of the satellite and receiver antenna; c is the speed of light;
is the satellite clock offset; trop T is the tropospheric delay, which is unrelated to the satellite system; G N is the phase ambiguity in meters;
ε are noise errors for the pseudorange and 
where superscript G denotes GPS; i is a particular satellite; P G i and L G i are the ionosphere-free combination of pseudorange and carrier phase in meters, respectively; ρ G i represents the geometric distance between the phase center of the satellite and receiver antenna; c is the speed of light; dt G i,s is the satellite clock offset; T trop is the tropospheric delay, which is unrelated to the satellite system; N G is the phase ambiguity in meters; ε G i,P and ε G i,L are noise errors for the pseudorange and carrier phase, respectively; and dt G r denotes the receiver clock offset, which is the clock difference between the external time and frequency reference and the GPS time scale. Considering the existence of hardware delays in the receiver, antenna, and cables when conveying the internal electrical signal, the receiver clock offset usually contains these delays, which can be calibrated in the area of the time and frequency transfer [41, 42] . Therefore, this is not included in the present study.
Thus, based on Equations (1) and (2), similar equations can be derived for the BeiDou and Galileo satellite systems. In these equations, superscripts C and E denote the BeiDou and Galileo systems, respectively. In the case of time transfer based on an individual satellite system, there are three receiver clock offsets (dt G r ,dt C r ,dt E r ), and all of them represent the difference between the common external time and frequency scale (t) and the satellite system time scale (t G sys ,t C sys ,t E sys ) [43] . The expression can be written as: dt
In order to derive the methodology of tightly combined different GNSS signals for time transfer based on the CP technique, and provide one unique time transfer solution, it is necessary to estimate a receiver clock offset that refers to one common satellite system time scale. Separating individual receiver clocks introduces additional satellite system biases between GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo. The additional biases are commonly known as inter-s ystem biases (ISBs) [44] [45] [46] .
Here, when selecting the GPS time scale as the common reference satellite time scale, the receiver clock offset in BeiDou and Galileo can be replaced with the sum of the GPS receiver clock offset and the corresponding ISBs value, respectively, which are given by the following equations:
Thus, the combined observation equation based on the CP technique for time and frequency transfer can be written as:
Therefore, the observation equation can be transformed, linearized, and expressed in a compact format as Equation (9), where V is the residual vector, A is the coefficient matrix of the parameters to be estimated, and L denotes the "observed minus computed". The parameters to be estimated are summarized in Equation (10) .
Thus, we can consider the estimated parameter vector X to be:
Among the parameters, the unique receiver clock offset, dt G r , is the most interesting quantity in the application of precise time transfer, which is jointly determined by the three satellite system observations. In the case of time transfer, two stations i and j, are equipped with their corresponding time and frequency references. Then, the value of the time transfer, ∆T ij , between the two references can be obtained using the following expression:
Data Processing

Experiment Design
In order to evaluate the performance of precise time and frequency transfer with the combined GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo satellite systems, it is preferable to devise an experiment that considers the length of the time link. Meanwhile, a multi-GNSS tracking station can receive satellite signals from the GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo satellite systems. Therefore, three multi-GNSS stations are selected at different time laboratories in Europe and Asia, as shown in Figure 2 . Stations NTS1 and NTS2 (located at National Time Service Center (NTSC)) are linked to the UTC (NTSC) time and frequency reference, while Station BRUX (located at the Observatoire Royal de Belgique (ORB)) is connected with the UTC (ORB) time and frequency reference. The two time laboratories can provide the precise time and frequency reference for the stations, which support two output signals, i.e., a sinusoidal output (5 MHz or 10 MHz) and a one pps output [47] . The details of these three stations are listed in Table 1 . Here, two time links can be established. The first is NTS1-BRUX, which spans over 7537.5 km, and presents a long baseline time link; the second is a short baseline time link, NTS1-NTS2, with a geodetic distance of only 4.7 m.
The long distance time link is typically met in the time transfer area, particularly for the application of UTC/TAI computation. It is difficult to assess the performance of the approach owing to the different variation characteristics of the two time and frequency references at the two ends of the time link [48, 49] . Therefore, an experiment with a short time link is designed, where the two GNSS stations are equipped with a common time and frequency reference (UTC (NTSC)) to cancel-out this effect.
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Experiment Design
The long distance time link is typically met in the time transfer area, particularly for the application of UTC/TAI computation. It is difficult to assess the performance of the approach owing to the different variation characteristics of the two time and frequency references at the two ends of the time link [48, 49] . Therefore, an experiment with a short time link is designed, where the two GNSS stations are equipped with a common time and frequency reference (UTC (NTSC)) to cancel-out this effect. 
Data Processing Strategy of Combined Multi-GNSS
In order to evaluate the performance of the approach, we developed new time and frequency transfer software named PTTSol (precise time transfer solution), which also supports the GPS, BeiDou, and Gilileo satellite systems. In the combined multi-GNSS CP approach, GPS L1/L2, BeiDou B1/B2, and Galileo E1/E5a dual-frequency observations are used to establish their corresponding ionosphere-free combinations to eliminate the ionospheric effect. The cycle slips of carrier phase are detected by the geometry-free (GF) and Melbourne-Wübbena combination, which are performed according to each satellite system's signal frequency [50] [51] [52] . Precise satellite orbit and clock products are obtained from the CODE MGEX analysis center [53, 54] , in which system time refers to the GPS system scale. Because of the same receiver clock offset for different GNSSs, most the observational error models for GPS can be utilized directly for other systems. The details of the observation models and data processing strategies are provided in Table 2 . Here, it is necessary to discuss the method of estimating the ISB parameters, which can include the epoch-wise variable, piece-wise constant, and daily constant methods [52, 55] . Compared with the latter two methods, the first is more suitable for rigorous data analysis in the case of time and frequency transfer. Considering that ISB parameters are closely related to the common receiver clock offset in the tightly combined GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo system for time transfer, we hence select the epoch-wise variable strategy to estimate the parameters. The orbit accuracy of GEO satellites is inconsistent with that of the IGSO and MEO in the BeiDou constellation [16, 30] , which would affect the performance of time transfer. Thus, the observations from GEO satellites are not used in our multi-system data processing.
Results and Discussion
The first advantage of a combined multi-system is that it employs more satellites compared to a single satellite system. Figure 3 shows a typical example of the number of satellites for the multi-system at station NTS1 and BRUX. The horizontal axis (Epoch) represents the number of the epoch from Modified Julian Day (MJD) 58006 to MJD 58008 when the sampling rate is 30 s. For the 7 • elevation cut-off, the mean number of satellites is 18.1 for the multi-system, 8.7 for GPS, 4.7 for BeiDou, and 4.7 for Galileo at station NTS1. Compared with GPS-only, the number of available satellites in the multi-system is almost doubled. The same is found at station BRUX, where the mean value increases from 9.4 (GPS-only) to 17.3 (multi-system). Combining these satellite systems increases the total number of available satellites, and raises the number of satellites above 30 • , which can be less affected by the observed environment, and improves the satellite geometry distribution. Figure 4 shows an example sky plot for these three systems at one epoch. It should be noted that the number of satellites above 30 • increases from five (GPS-only) to 12 (multi-system) at station NTS1, and from five (GPS-only) to 10 (multi-system) at station BRUX. In addition, this can increase the sky view, particularly in environments such as urban canyons and ravines. Regarding time transfer, the receiver clock offset is the parameter of the greatest interest, and the combined multi-system could improve the solution availability and accuracy by improving the tracking geometry with a reduction of the time dilution of precision (TDOP). As shown in Figure 5 , the mean TDOP is clearly improved from 1.13 (GPS-only) to 0.54 (multi-system) at station NTS1, and from 0.81 (GPS-only) to 0.39 (multi-system) at station BRUX. It should be noted that some obstacles were located at the south side of the NTS1, which may have blocked some satellites.
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The two external time and frequency references are individually equipped with the two ends of one time link, which effects the performance evaluation for different time transfer scenarios, particularly for the long time link. Therefore, the root mean square (RMS) value for the smooth result is always employed [13] . Here, the Kalman smoothing method is used to provide the corresponding RMS values, which are given in Table 3 . It is clearly seen that the multi-system solution contains lower noise compared to the single-system, particularly compared to the BDS-only and Galileo-only solutions. For the long time link, the multi-system solution is improved by 18.8%, 59.4%, and 35.0% compared to GPS-only, BDS-only, and Galileo-only, respectively. With respect to the short time link, even though it has been equipped with a common external time and frequency reference, the RMS value partly indicates the different performances of these scenarios. The corresponding multi-system solution is 14.3%, 53.8%, and 40.0% better compared to GPS-only, BDS-only, and Galileo-only, respectively. The standard deviation (STD) for the short time link has received more research attention, because in this situation, the clock difference contains only a few hardware delays, even though the values of the delays differ for different satellite systems in one time link, and the variations are stable in the short term. This can provide an external reference to verify the time transfer performance. Table 4 presents the statistical values for the short time link. In this case, the improvements gained from combining these three GNSSs are 6.7%, 52.6%, and 38.2% w.r.t. GPS-only, BDS-only, Galileo-only, respectively. These results are consistent with the RMS results for the short time link. Long time link NTS1-BURX is equipped with two different time and frequency references. In this case, evaluating the performance of the time transfer approach is slightly complicated because of the absence of an absolute standard for comparison. Here, the Allan deviation is employed to obtain the frequency stability [11] [12] [13] , which is also used to further assess the performance of the solutions for the four scenarios. Figure 7 presents the frequency stability of these solutions for long The two external time and frequency references are individually equipped with the two ends of one time link, which effects the performance evaluation for different time transfer scenarios, particularly for the long time link. Therefore, the root mean square (RMS) value for the smooth result is always employed [13] . Here, the Kalman smoothing method is used to provide the corresponding RMS values, which are given in Table 3 . It is clearly seen that the multi-system solution contains lower noise compared to the single-system, particularly compared to the BDS-only and Galileo-only solutions. For the long time link, the multi-system solution is improved by 18.8%, 59.4%, and 35.0% compared to GPS-only, BDS-only, and Galileo-only, respectively. With respect to the short time link, even though it has been equipped with a common external time and frequency reference, the RMS value partly indicates the different performances of these scenarios. The corresponding multi-system solution is 14.3%, 53.8%, and 40.0% better compared to GPS-only, BDS-only, and Galileo-only, respectively.
The standard deviation (STD) for the short time link has received more research attention, because in this situation, the clock difference contains only a few hardware delays, even though the values of the delays differ for different satellite systems in one time link, and the variations are stable in the short term. This can provide an external reference to verify the time transfer performance. Table 4 presents the statistical values for the short time link. In this case, the improvements gained from combining these three GNSSs are 6.7%, 52.6%, and 38.2% w.r.t. GPS-only, BDS-only, Galileo-only, respectively. These results are consistent with the RMS results for the short time link. Long time link NTS1-BURX is equipped with two different time and frequency references. In this case, evaluating the performance of the time transfer approach is slightly complicated because of the absence of an absolute standard for comparison. Here, the Allan deviation is employed to obtain the frequency stability [11] [12] [13] , which is also used to further assess the performance of the solutions for the four scenarios. Figure 7 presents the frequency stability of these solutions for long time link NTS1-BRUX. It is clear that the multi-system solution shows slight improvement over the GPS-only solution. Moreover, with respect to the results of BDS-only and Galileo-only, the multi-system solution provides a more stable result for long time link NTS1-BRUX. The Allan deviations at different average times (Tau) for the solutions for NTS1-BRUX are given in Table 5 , and the percentage of multi-system stability improvement over individual systems within 10,000 s is shown in Figure 8 . The improvement shown by the multi-system is more than 3.8%, and the average at different time intervals is 12.9% compared to GPS-only. For BeiDou-only, the multi-system shows a significant improvement. The minimum improvement is 49.5% and the average is 62.3%. For Galileo-only, the improvement is more than 18.2% at these time intervals, and the average is 36.0%. 
Summary and Conclusions
This study presents an approach of combining the GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo satellite systems for time and frequency transfer based on carrier phase observations. A mathematical model is provided, and the two time links are established to assess the performance of the combined solution with respect to time link accuracy and frequency stability compared to single system solutions for the same time link. 
This study presents an approach of combining the GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo satellite systems for time and frequency transfer based on carrier phase observations. A mathematical model is provided, and the two time links are established to assess the performance of the combined solution with respect to time link accuracy and frequency stability compared to single system solutions for the same time link.
The first advantage of combining GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo systems is an increased number of available satellites and improved satellite tracking geometry. The mean number of satellites increases from 8.7 for GPS-only, 4.7 for BeiDou-only, and 4.7 for Galileo-only, to 18.1 for the multi-system at station NTS1, particularly the number of satellites above 30 • , which enables higher quality observations for determining the receiver clock offset parameter in precise time transfer. A similar conclusion is derived at station BRUX. Moreover, the combined multi-system can improve tracking geometry with a reduction in the TDOP. Compared to GPS-only, the TDOP for the multi-system decreases from 1.13 to 0.54 at station NTS1, and from 0.81 to 0.39 at station BRUX, which is an improvement of 52.2% and 51.9%, respectively.
The long and short time links are evaluated with respect to time transfer performance. In all cases, the multi-system generates less noise and a more stable result compared to the single systems. For long time link NTS1-BRUX, the noise in the time transfer value for the combination of the three GNSSs shows an improvement of 18.8%, 59.4%, and 35.0% compared to GPS-only, BDS-only, and Galileo-only, respectively. Moreover, time and frequency stability is slightly improved with the multi-system at different average times. The average improvement in the amplitude of time and frequency stability is 12.9%, 62.3%, and 36.0%, compared to GPS-only, BeiDou-only, and Galileo-only, respectively. As short time link NTS1-NTS2 contains a common external time and frequency reference, the variation in the STD of the receiver clock difference for the multi-system shows an improvement of 6.7%, 52.6%, and 38.2% compared to GPS-only, BDS-only, and Galileo-only, respectively.
To conclude, precise time and frequency transfer based on a combination of multiple satellite systems shows improved robustness and stability. Although the same type of receivers are used to evaluate the performance, the approach is actually applicable to inhomogeneous receivers. This is because whether the receiver types are the same or not, they all need to be calibrated to obtain the hardware delay in the area of time and frequency transfer. However, this study proposes only the first step of this research and several topics still require further investigation. For example, determining how to allocate the weights for individual satellite systems when the GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo systems are combined, because each system has its own character and accuracy [57] ; how ISB affects the performance of the common multi-system receiver clock offset solution; and how hardware calibrates in the time link based on multi-system time and frequency transfer. With the continuous development of the BeiDou and Galileo satellite systems, further improvement in time and frequency transfers can be achieved using the multi-system solution.
